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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Optics is a broad field of research that is focused on what light is and why it 

behaves the way it does. Traditional optics takes a geometric approach to the study of 

light, where light behaves as a ray moving in straight lines. The next progression in the 

field of optics came when Maxwell formulated the famous Maxwell equations. These 

equations tell us light is a series of electromagnetic waves that can refract and interfere 

with itself. Then Einstein turned the world on its head with his theoretical discovery that 

light is made up of particles called photons. This discovery along with Planck’s 

discovery of quantization lead to quantum mechanics. Quantum mechanics told us that 

light is indeed made up of photons but that photons like all particles behave as both 

waves and particles. With the explosion of theoretical and experimental advancement 

brought on by quantum mechanics lead to quantum optics which is the latest field of 

optics. Quantum optics is a field of research that focuses on how light interacts with 

atoms and molecules. One can study how an individual photon interacts with atom or 

the effect an electromagnetic wave has on atoms and molecules.  

To understand the field of quantum optics one needs to understand how an atom 

is structured, more importantly how the electron behaves within the atom. Atoms are 

comprised of electrons, protons, and neutrons. The protons and neutrons make up the 

nucleus, the electron orbits around this nuclear center in what is called an orbital cloud. 

The electron orbits in a series of orbitals whose shape and distance from the nucleus 

depend on the amount of energy that the electron is carrying. Therefore, an electron in 
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a higher orbital will have more energy than an electron in a lower orbital. The key for 

quantum optics is that the electron can go up or down in orbitals by way of absorbing or 

emitting photons. This mechanism can be spontaneous, or it can be controlled. One can 

use this quantum property of absorption and emission to control atomic states. The 

control of atomic systems has numerous applications in atomic and molecular physics, 

quantum information, solid-state physics, and classical physics. 

1.2 Theory of Atomic Interaction 

To study atomic interaction, one needs to know some governing equations. The 

first is the Schrödinger equation and its hermitian conjugate. 

|ψ̇$ = !"
ℏ
H'|ψ⟩ (1.0) 

)ψ̇| = "
ℏ
⟨ψ|H'$ (1.1) 

In the Schrödinger equation we have the first order derivative with respect to time of the 

wave function itself. From the Schrödinger equation we can derive the density matrix 

equation of motion for the system. The density operator can be obtained by using the 

following formula 

ρ = ∑P%|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|	 (2.0) 

Taking the first order time dependent derivative of the density operator will give 

ρ̇ = ∑P%(|ψ̇$ ⟨ψ| + |ψ⟩)ψ̇|) (3.0) 

From here making the substitution for |ψ̇$ and )ψ̇| from equation 1.0 and 1.1 into the 

derivative yields 

ρ̇ = ∑P%(
!"
ℏ
H'|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ| + "

ℏ
|ψ⟩⟨ψ|H'$) (3.1) 

Using the relation from equation 3 the relation H' = H'$ we obtain 
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ρ̇ = 	!"
ℏ
[H, ρ] (3.2) 

This is the Louisville-Vonn Neumann equation of motion for the density operator. 

However, the Louisville-Von Neumann equation itself does not consider spontaneous 

emission in the atom. To take that into account we can add the decay rates in the form 

of a matrix Γ which will then give the full equation as  

ρ̇ = 	!"
ℏ
[H, ρ] − &

'
{Γ, ρ} (3.3) 

ρ̇"( = − "
ℏ
∑9H")ρ)( − ρ")H)(: −

&
'
∑9Γ")ρ)( + ρ")Γ)(: (3.4) 

The Louisville-Von Neumann equation is used instead of the Schrödinger equation 

because of the amount of information carried within the equation. It contains both 

statistical as well as quantum mechanical information [10]. In using either equation (1.1) 

or (2.0) we need to know the Hamiltonian of the system. The Hamiltonian gives us the 

energy of the system more importantly how the interaction occurs. When studying 

atomic interaction, we obtain two different parts for the Hamiltonian. The total 

Hamiltonian is given as 

H = H* + H+ (4.0) 

where H* is the initial energy function of the atom known as the unperturbed 

Hamiltonian and is of the form 

H* =
,!

'-
+ V(r) (5.0)

In the above equation the first term gives the kinetic energy of the system and the term 

V(r) accounts for the electrostatic potential that holds the electron in orbit [10]. The 

dipole approximation has been used due to its simplification of the system. This is valid 
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when the atom is much smaller than the incident field, that is k>⃗ ∙ r⃗ ≪ 1 . With the dipole 

approximation the interaction Hamiltonian is  

H+ = −er⃗ ∙ E>>⃗ (r⃗, t) (6.0) 

where the field is given as. 

E>>⃗ (r⃗, t) = ℰ cos(vt) (7.0) 

The general equation of state for a quantum system is 

|ψ.⟩ = C.|n⟩ (8.0) 

the term C. is the probability associated with being in the nth state of the system. For 

this dissertation I employ a three-level system that can be represented as follows. 

|ψ⟩ = C/|a⟩ + C0|b⟩ + C1|c⟩ (8.1) 

This state represents a three-level atomic system known as the Lambda model shown 

below in figure 1. 

Figure 1. The three level Lambda Model with dipole forbidden states |𝑏⟩	𝑎𝑛𝑑	|𝑐⟩ which 
are both themselves coupled to state |𝑎⟩ by the Rabi frequencies as shown in the figure. 

The above three level Lambda model is used to study the effects of coherent quantum 

systems. In the scheme both states |b⟩	and	|c⟩	are	coupled	to	state	|a⟩ via an incident 
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probe pulse Ω2& and probe pulse Ω2'. Both states |b⟩	and	|c⟩ are dipole forbidden 

meaning that there is no direct population transfer to or from either.  

There are a few things that need to be shown before we can start to solve this 

system using either the Schrödinger equation or the Von Neumann equation. The first is 

the completeness relation given as 

∑ |n⟩3
. ⟨n| = 1 (9.0) 

and for our three level Lambda system the completeness relation is given as. 

|a⟩⟨a| +|b⟩⟨b| + |c⟩⟨c| = 1 (10.0) 

By taking this completeness relation we can multiply both sides of the unperturbed 

Hamiltonian in equation (5.0) and obtain.  

H* = |a⟩⟨a| +|b⟩⟨b| + |c⟩⟨c|H*|a⟩⟨a| +|b⟩⟨b| + |c⟩⟨c| → 

= ℏω/|a⟩⟨a| +	ℏω0|b⟩⟨b| +	ℏω1|c⟩⟨c| (5.1) 

This can then be written out in matrix form for use in the Von Neumann equation. 

H* =

⎝

⎜
⎛
ℏω/ 0 0

0 ℏω0 0

0 0 ℏω1⎠

⎟
⎞

(5.2) 

We may apply a similar method to the interaction Hamiltonian as well which gives us. 

H+ = −e[(|a⟩⟨a| +|b⟩⟨b| + |c⟩⟨c|)r⃑(|a⟩⟨a| +|b⟩⟨b| + |c⟩⟨c|)]E>>⃑ (r⃑, t) →	

= −[℘/0|a⟩⟨b| + ℘/1|a⟩⟨c| + ℘0/|b⟩⟨a| + ℘1/|c⟩⟨a|]E(t) →     

= −[℘/0|a⟩⟨b| + ℘/1|a⟩⟨c| + ℘0/|b⟩⟨a| + ℘1/|c⟩⟨a|]ℰcos(vt) (6.1) 

In the above interaction Hamiltonian, the variable ℘/0 is the dipole matrix element. It 

can also be expressed as ℘/0 = |℘/0|e"4 which benefits with the addition of a phase 

factor. We can also put the interaction into a matrix as well.  
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H+ =

⎝

⎜
⎛

0 −℘/0E −℘/1E

−℘0/E 0 0

−℘1/E 0 0 ⎠

⎟
⎞

(6.2) 

We can now apply equation 1 to obtain a set of three linear equations shown below. 

C/̇(t) = −iC/(t)	ω/ +
"
ℏ
℘/0C0(t)	ℰcos(vt)+ "

ℏ
℘/1C1(t)	ℰcos(vt) (11.0) 

C0̇(t) = −iC0(t)	ω0 +
"
ℏ
℘0/C/(t)	ℰcos(vt) (11.1) 

C1̇(t) = −iC1(t)	ω1 +
"
ℏ
℘1/C/(t)	ℰcos(vt) (11.2) 

Using the identity cos(vt) = 5"#$65%"#$

'
and Ω2 =

|℘&'|
ℏ
ℰ we can simplify the set of 

equations and then solve them. For the papers in chapter 2 and chapter 3 this was done 

using Mathematica. An important note is that for the research the RWA approximation 

was used. The RWA gets rid of any terms that oscillate rapidly this is achievable 

because their average of the rapid oscillations is zero.  

To use the Von Neumann equation, one needs to construct the various matrices 

involved. The first of these is the density matrix which can be obtained using equation 3 

and for the Lambda model yields. 

ρ =

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

|C/(t)|' C/(t)C0∗(t) C/(t)C1∗(t)

C0(t)C/∗(t) |C0(t)|' C0(t)C1∗(t)

C1(t)C/∗(t) C1(t)C0∗(t) |C1(t)|' ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

(12.0) 

The Hamiltonian is given by combining equations 5.2 and 6.2 into equation 4.0 to obtain 
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⎝

⎜
⎛

ℏω/ −℘/0E −℘/1E

−℘0/E ℏω0 0

−℘1/E 0 ℏω1 ⎠

⎟
⎞

 (13.0) 

Once the equations are found then we can start to solve for them and see the results. 

1.3 Coherent Population Trapping Theory 

Coherent population trapping (CPT) is the result of a coherent superposition of 

states. This can lead to some interesting physical results such as dark states and bright 

states. Dark states and bright states are discussed in more detail in chapter 2. For now, 

we musst cover the theory of how the dark and bright states are formed. Following the 

procedure for population trapping outline in [10, 76] and starting with equations 11.0-

11.2 we can make a few substitutions C/(t) = 	Cf/(t)e!":';, C0(t) = 	Cf0(t)e!":&;, C1(t) =

	Cf1(t)e!":(;. We may then differentiate each probability as follows. 

Ċ/(t) = 	Cf /̇(t)e!":'; − iω/Cf/(t)e!":'; (14.0) 

Ċ0(t) = 	Cf 0̇(t)e!":&; − iω0Cf0(t)e!":&; (14.1) 

Ċ1(t) = 	Cf 1̇(t)e!":(; − iω1Cf1(t)e!":(; (14.2) 

These differentiated substitutions can now be put back into equations 11.0-11.2 to yield. 

gCḟ/(t) − iω/Cf/(t)h e!":'; = −iω/Cf/(t)e!":'; + iΩ2&e!"4Cf0(t)e!":&; cos(v&t) + 

iΩ2'e!"4Cf1(t)e!":(; cos(v't) (15.0) 

gCḟ0(t) − iω0Cf0(t)h e!":&; = −iω0Cf0(t)e!":&; + iΩ2&e"4Cf/(t)e!":'; cos(v&t) 

(15.1) 

gCḟ1(t) − iω1Cf1(t)h e!":(; = −iω1Cf1(t)e!":(; + iΩ2'e"4Cf/(t)e!":'; cos(v't) 

(15.2) 
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If we isolate the derivatives and move the rest to the right-hand side. We can then factor 

out the cosine function and using the RWA ignore any exponential terms containing 

(v. +ω.). We also introduce the terms for the energies as ω& = ω/ −ω0, ω' = ω/ −ω0. 

This will result in the following set of equations 

Cḟ/(t) =
"
'
iΩ2&e!"4Cf0(t)e"(=)!:)); + Ω2'e!"4Cf1(t)e"(=!!:!);j (16.0) 

Cḟ0(t) =
"
'
iΩ2&e"4Cf/(t)e!"(=)!:));j (16.1) 

Cḟ1(t) =
"
'
iΩ2'e"4Cf/(t)e!"(=!!:!);j (16.2) 

Assuming that the fields are resonant with the transition frequency we result in 

Cḟ/(t) =
"
'
iΩ2&e!"4Cf0(t) + Ω2'e!"4Cf1(t)j (17.0) 

Cḟ0(t) =
"
'
iΩ2&e"4Cf/(t)j (17.1) 

Cḟ1(t) =
"
'
iΩ2'e"4Cf/(t)j (17.2) 

which we use to derive our dark and bright states. The first step requires us to take the 

derivative of Cḟ/(t) to obtain. 

Cf̈/(t) =
"
'
gΩ2&e!"4Cḟ0(t) + Ω2'e!"4Cḟ1(t)h (18.0) 

Now we may substitute in equations (17.0-17.2) to obtain 

Cf̈/(t) =
"
'
lΩ2&e!"4

"
'
iΩ2&e"4Cf/(t)j + Ω2'e!"4

"
'
iΩ2'e"4Cf/(t)jm 

= − &
?
iΩ2&' Cf/(t) + Ω2'' Cf/(t)j (19.0) 

using the relationship that Ω2 = nΩ2&' + Ω2''  we obtain. 

Cf̈/(t) = − &
?
Ω2'Cf/(t) (20.0) 

Cf̈/(t) +
&
?
Ω2'Cf/(t) = 0 (20.1) 
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This result looks identical to the equation for a simple harmonic oscillator and can be 

solved as such. Using the known solution of a simple harmonic oscillator the probability 

Cf/ can be written as 

Cf/(t) = Acos p@*;
'
q + Bsin p@*;

'
q (21.0) 

Common practice in texts and literature set the initial conditions of the atom at t = 0 to 

be a combination of sines and cosines in states |b⟩	and	|c⟩. The approach used here is 

from [10] and sets the initial condition as 

|ψ(0)⟩ = cos pA
'
q |b⟩ + sin pA

'
q e!"%|c⟩ (22.0) 

which leads to the following set of equations for the probability of each state. 

Cf/(t) =
"B".C+$! D

@
[Ω2&e!"4) cos p

A
'
q + Ω2'e!"(4!6%) sin p

A
'
q (23.0) 

Cf0(t) =
&
@!
{gΩ2'' + Ω2&' cos p@;

'
qh cos pA

'
q − 2Ω2&Ω2'e"(4)!4!!%) sin' p

@;
?
q sin pA

'
q}	 

(23.1) 

Cf1(t) =
&
@!
{gΩ2&' + Ω2'' cos p@;

'
qh e!"% sin pA

'
q − 2Ω2&Ω2'e"(4)!4!) sin' p

@;
?
q cos pA

'
q}	 

(23.2) 

If we then set Ω2& = Ω2', θ =
E
'
, and ϕ& − ϕ' − ψ = ±π we obtain Cf/(t) = 0, Cf0(t) =

&
√'

, 

and Cf1(t) =
&
√'
e!"%.  This is what is known as a dark state created using population 

trapping. In this state the atom is stuck in the Cf0(t)	and	Cf1(t) states. The use of coherent 

population trapping, and the methods of bright and dark states will be discussed in more 

detail in chapter 2.  
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1.4 STIRAP and CHIRAP 

There are very powerful techniques when it comes to optical control. One such 

technique is known as stimulated raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP). STIRAP allows 

for selective population transfer between quantum states without suffering loss due to 

spontaneous emission [53]. We can study STIRAP using the Lambda model shown in 

figure 4 with the two separate pulses needed to achieve population transfer. STIRAP is 

used to obtain population inversion between two dipole forbidden states by way of 

coherent population trapping (CPT). In the figure the two pulses will couple their 

respective population states and allow state |a⟩	to be passed over with minimal to no 

excitation depending on the tuning parameters. Another very powerful tool that is used 

to accompany and help STIRAP achieve this is known as chirped raman adiabatic 

passage (CHIRAP). In chapter 2 I talk about STIRAP and CHIRAP together. To achieve 

STIRAP we first need to have our pulse that couples states |a⟩	and	|c⟩ interact with the 

atom. This will start the coherence between the two levels. Then we must send in our 

second pulse which will couple states  |a⟩	and	|b⟩. This will induce a linkage between our 

two dipole forbidden states. We use gaussian pulses each separated from one another 

by time. The pulses have the form of  

Ω2" =
G℘",G

ℏ
ℰω*Exp[−z

;!$-./! ±	JJ;

J;
{
'

] (24.0) 

with some familiar variables from our theoretical model. The variable ;5.J
'

 is the duration 

of the pulse divided by two to ensure the pulse peaks in the middle.  The variable ddt is 

used to shift the pulse to the left or right. Since we have two pulses, we separate them 

as shown in figure 2. The variable dt is just the gaussian duration of the pulse itself. 
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Lastly ℘"( is the dipole transition matrix element. In figure 2 we show the temporal 

separation between the two pulses Ω2& and Ω2'. 

Figure 2: Temporally separated adiabatic gaussian pulses 𝛺𝑅𝑖 from equation 24.0 

The next step is to add the CHIRAP pulse to the model and that pulse is of the form 

ϕ" = exp	[−iα pt − ;5.J
'
q
'
] (25.0) 

In our pulse we have only added an imaginary function and our chirping parameter α the 

pulse itself is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Plot of the oscillating CHIRAP pulse 𝜙𝑖 

As briefly discussed, these two techniques have become powerful tools for fields such 

as quantum information, chemistry, solid state physics, and classical physics. We see 

that STIRAP on its own is a very powerful technique to induce population inversion 

between two dipole forbidden states. It is when we introduce the CHIRAP that we see 

the two together. The chirp pulse acts as a boost for the STIRAP effect.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 I focus on STIRAP and 

the effect of adding a CHIRAP pulse in a three-level lambda model. We see various 

levels of control that we can obtain with different pulse delay parameters and chirp 

parameters. We explore both our STIRAP and CHIRAP pulse efficiency in a dense 

molecular medium. Chapter 3 we focus in two parts, the first deals with how to use our 

methods of control from chapter 2 for increased molecular detection. The second part of 

chapter 3 covers our proposed model for a room temperature maser. In chapter 4 we 

discuss our results and conclusions as well as future avenues of research.  

15 20 25 30

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0
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CHAPTER 2 

COHERENT POPULATION TRAPPING IN MOLECULAR MEDIA 

2.1 Introduction 

Nonlinear optics from the quantum coherence generated by laser excitation via 

the one-photon and two-photon resonances of atomic or molecular levels is a broad 

area of research. For example, Raman spectroscopy [27-29] is one among many 

powerful techniques that has been widely used in engineering, chemical, and biological 

application specifically employing ultrashort pulses [30]. In an effort to exploit the large 

bandwidth associated with the short pulses and improve the Raman spectroscopy, 

newer techniques such as chirped optical pulses are evolved such that the pulse 

bandwidth can be mapped into the time domain [31]. Using such adaptive techniques 

for short pulses (e.g., femtosecond duration) allows researchers to excite maximal 

rotational-vibrational coherence [32] to improve the sensitivity of coherent Raman 

spectroscopy and to perform real time identification of bacterial spores and 

biomolecules [19,33-36]. The femtosecond-laser-based coherent anti-stokes Raman 

spectroscopy (CARS) has been used extensively in time-resolved nonlinear 

spectroscopy research in recent years [37]. It is used in several fields of study, such as 

identifying molecules in chemistry, measuring temperature in solid-state physics, and 

non-invasive monitoring of muscle tissue, among other things [38].  

The quantum coherence effects, such as coherent population trapping (CPT) [9] 

and electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [10-12, 39], have the ability to 

drastically change optical properties of media. For example, for EIT in CW and pulsed 

regimes [11,12,39-41], absorption practically vanishes. The fluorescence [42] and 
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photon correlation properties [43] are modified in presence of such quantum coherence. 

Also, the propagation dynamics of pulses in coherently prepared media has been 

exploited for nonlinear cross-talks and parametric generations [44]. 

The medium with excited quantum coherence [10] shows ultra-dispersive 

properties [13], which causes several orders of magnitude higher spectral dispersion 

effect than natural material [45]. The corresponding steep dispersion results in the ultra-

slow or fast propagation of light pulses, [14-18], which can be used for drastic 

modification of the phase-matching conditions for Brillouin scattering [47] and four-wave 

mixing [49]. It has been shown that the optical 0π-pulses [50] under conditions of EIT 

[51,52] are very sensitive to resonant interaction, and have advantages to be used in 

quantum sensing, quantum control, optical spectroscopy, and quantum information 

processing. 

The coherent excitation and return to the ground state experienced by two-level 

atoms exposed to precisely resonant laser pulses with an area of 2π results in the well-

known Self-Induced Transparency (SIT) phenomenon a stable propagation of light 

pulses without considerable attenuation [32]. Another important example of a possible 

selective control of population on the molecular levels is referred to as Stimulated 

Raman Adiabatic Passage (STIRAP) [53-55] that occurs by applying two short laser 

pulses properly shaped. There is a modification of the technique, the so-called fractional 

STIRAP, that allows researchers to reach robust control on the molecular coherence 

excited by laser pulses. It was theoretically shown that the chirped laser pulses, or even 

a single linearly chirped laser pulse, can be used for an efficient manipulation of atomic 

population in ultracold Rb atoms [56,57]. 
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In this chapter, we study chirped pulse propagation in presence of the quantum 

coherence in a L-type molecular media. We have considered the three-level molecules 

and employ the dressed state approach to obtain physical insight showing interaction of 

“bright” and “dark states with radiation. The presented model is common for the 

molecular media, where the split ground states could correspond to the rotational-

vibrational levels of a molecule. We demonstrate the role of dark states in propagation 

of the chirped pulse. The obtained results can be applied to implementation of control of 

the quantum states and the quantum information in the medium by using the short-pulse 

laser (see, for example [58]). 

Some work has already been done in this area. In the paper [59], the authors 

investigate the behavior of a three-level atomic system with Lambda structure of levels 

in the field of a sequence of short frequency-chirped bichromatic laser pulses in the 

adiabatic passage regime of interaction. The efficiency of the population transfer in this 

atomic system has been shown to be sensitive to the relative phase of the pulses. This 

sensitivity can be used for coherent fast and robust writing and reading of optical phase 

information. This initial preparation of the atom in the “dark” superposition state is 

suggest through the action of a sequence of a few frequency-chirped pulses with 

duration longer than the atomic relaxation. 

A scheme of population transfer between two metastable (ground) states of the 

Lambda atom without considerable excitation of the atom using single frequency-chirped 

laser pulses is presented in [60]. The physics of the process is excitation of the "trapped" 

superposition of the ground states by the laser pulse at sufficiently high laser peak 

intensity. During the frequency chirp, the laser pulse must first come into resonance with 
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the transition from the initially occupied ground state to the excited state and after that 

with the transition between the excited and second initially empty ground states. In the 

case when the envelope frequency spectrum width (without chirp) of the pulse exceeds 

the frequency interval between the two ground states, it was shown a possibility of 

controllable generation of superposition of the ground states with a controllable excitation 

of the Lambda atom. 

The propagation of frequency-chirped laser pulses in optically thick media was 

studied in [61]. The authors considered a medium of atoms with a Lambda level scheme 

(Lambda atoms) and, for comparison, a medium of two-level atoms. Frequency-chirped 

laser pulses that induce adiabatic population transfer between the atomic levels are 

considered. They induce transitions between the two lower (metastable) levels of the 

Lambda atoms and between the ground and excited states of the two-level atoms. It 

was shown that associated with this adiabatic population transfer in Lambda-atoms, a 

regime of enhanced transparency of the medium-the pulses occurs when the pulses are 

distorted much less than in the medium of two-level atoms and retain their ability to 

transfer the atomic population much longer during propagation. 

In the papers [62,63], it was shown that traditional schemes for coherent 

population transfer or generation of coherent superposition states in multilevel atoms or 

molecules usually utilize two or more laser beams with radiation bandwidth smaller than 

the frequency interval between the working levels. The possibility of creation of the 

coherent superposition of three metastable states of a four-level atom with tripod like 

level structure using a single short frequency-chirped laser pulse has been shown. No 

appreciable excitation of the atom takes place during the creation of the coherent 
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superposition state, thus significantly diminishing the effect of decoherence due to the 

spontaneous decay of the excited state. The proposed method of creation of 

superposition states is robust against variations in the laser pulse parameters. Since 

this method does not require maintaining steady resonance with the atomic transitions 

(owing to the frequency chirp of the laser pulse), it is effective both in homogeneously 

and inhomogeneously broadened media. 

The simultaneous propagation of a pair of Raman resonant, frequency-

modulated (chirped) laser pulses in an optically thick medium, modeled by an ensemble 

of Lambda atoms have been studied in [64]. A self-organization ("matching") effect is 

shown for the chirped pulse pair, which leads to a quasilossless propagation. 

Furthermore, it was demonstrated that a well-defined coherent superposition of the 

atomic ground states and, correspondingly, a coherence are robustly created in the 

medium that can be controlled by amplitudes of the laser pulses. The proposed scheme 

can be applied to substantially increase the efficiency of the optical wave mixing 

processes, as well as in other nonlinear processes where the initial preparation of a 

spatially extended medium in a coherent superposition state is required. 

In this chapter, we consider the effects of dispersion that occur due to the 

propagation of the chirped pulses that are detuned from the one-photon resonances. 

The effects can be strong in a dense medium. We study the propagation of a pair if 

chirped pulses in the atomic/molecular media that are a gas of three-level quantum 

system in the Λ-level configuration. Under the action of the pulses that have same 

chirping, the physics is similar to the two adiabatic pulses that interacting with quantum 

system forcing the evolution of the dark state and practically not changing themselves. 
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Under the action of the pulses that have chirping of the opposite signs, the propagation 

becomes more interesting with dispersion effects involved. One type of the effect 

related to the large Rabi frequencies of the pulses that leads to the frequency change of 

the pulses during propagation. 

The second effect is related to this frequency change, it changes the efficiency of 

the population transfer to totally zero at some distance and then after some propagation 

distance restores population transfer to the very high level again. These effects have 

not been discussed yet (to the best of our knowledge). Below we present the change of 

the phase of the pulses and how it changes the instantaneous frequencies of the pulse 

while the pulses are propagating 

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, we describe the theoretical 

model. In section 2.3, we describe the coherent population manipulation and its role for 

the excitation of the quantum coherence, and we have shown that the presence of the 

additional levels strongly influence the population transfer as well as the excitation of 

the population and the coherence. Section 2.4 extends the discussion to propagation of 

optical fields in both 2 and 3-level systems.  

2.2 Model 

To describe the interaction of the molecules with optical fields we employ 

molecular model of a three-level quantum system shown in Figure 13 (optical fields are 

shown in Figure 13(E)). Let us consider a L-type atomic medium. A strong field of 

frequency ω' is the coupling field and a field of frequency ω& is the probe field. The 

probe and coupling fields can be represented as  

E&,' =	E&,'* exp	[ik&,'z − iω&,'t] (26.0) 
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where E&,'*  is the amplitudes of fields at z = 0. The interaction Hamiltonian in the rotating 

wave approximation can be written as 

H = 	ℏiΩ&∗e"L);|b⟩⟨a| + Ω'∗e"L!;|c⟩⟨a| + 	adj. j	 (27.0) 

where |b⟩⟨a|, and |c⟩⟨a| are the atomic projection operators, Ω& = ℘/0 E& ℏ⁄  and Ω& =

℘/1 E' ℏ⁄  are the probe and coupling Rabi frequencies, Δ& = ω/0 −ω& and Δ' = ω/1 −

ω' are the detunings for probe and coupling laser beams, and ℘/0 and ℘/0 are the 

dipole momenta of the corresponding transitions. Here ω/0 and ω/1 are the angular 

frequency of |a⟩ → |b⟩ and |a⟩ → |c⟩ transitions. The coupling field is resonant with the 

|a⟩ → |c⟩ transition (Δ' = 0). We consider various relations with the duration of the laser 

pulses and relaxation times. For the case when the laser pulses are shorter than the 

relaxation times we are going to use the state vector approach. The molecular system in 

Hamiltonian in Eq. (27.0) is described by the state vector 

|ψ⟩ = a|a⟩ + b|b⟩ + c|c⟩	 (28.0) 

where a, b, c are the probability amplitudes of the molecular states |a⟩, |b⟩, and |c⟩, 

respectively. The Schrödinger equation for the state vector is given by 

iℏ M
M;
|ψ⟩ = H'|ψ⟩ (29.0) 

To take into account the relaxation processes we employ the density matrix 

approach and the equation are given by 

MN
M;
= "

ℏ
[ρ, H] − Γ[p] (30.0) 

where Γ[p] is the relaxation matrix with relaxation rates for all components of the density 

matrix ρ.  

The density matrix equations for coherences are given by 

ρ̇/0 = −Γ/0ρ/0 + iΩ&n/0 − iΩ'∗ρ10 (31.1) 
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ρ̇1/ = −Γ1/ρ1/ + iΩ'∗n1/ + iΩ&∗ρ10 (31.2) 

ρ̇10 = −Γ10ρ10 − iΩ'ρ/0 + iΩ&ρ1/ (31.3) 

where Γ1/ = γ1/ − i(ω/1 −ω'), Γ10 = γ10 + i(ω10 −ω& +ω'),	 and Γ/0 = γ/0 +

i(ω/0 −ω&)	 , nOP = ρOO − ρPP. The density matrix equations for diagonal elements are 

given by 

ρ̇// = −(γ& + γ')ρ// − 2𝔍(Ω&ρ/0) + 2𝔍(Ω'ρ/1) (32.1) 

ρ̇00 = γ&ρ// + 2𝔍(Ω&∗ρ/0) (32.2) 

ρ̇11 = γ'ρ// − 2𝔍(Ω'ρ1/) (32.3) 

where γ&,'	are the spontaneous emission relaxation rates for corresponding transitions. 

The evolution of optical fields is determined by the propagation equations 

M@)
MQ
+ &

1
M@)
M;
= −iη&ρ/0 (33.0) 

M@!
MQ
+ &

1
M@!
M;
= −iη'ρ/1 (34.0) 

where η&,' =
RS),!! 3
TE

γ&,';  To incorporate molecular motions, the doppler broadening is 

important to take into account by averaging the polarizations ρ/0 and ρ1/ over the 

velocity distribution [48]. The optical density is the parameter D = RS!3
TE

l (l is the

thickness of the medium) that has a simple physical meaning showing the linear 

absorption of the weak probe pulse, as it follows from Eq. (31.1) and Eq. (33.0), Ω&(l) =

Ω&(0) exp[−D], Ω&(0) is the field at the entrance of the medium, and Ω&(l) is the field at 

the exit from the medium 

2.3 Coherent Population Trapping 

First, let us consider the molecular system shown in Fig. 1(A). The state vector is 

given by Eq. (28.0) and a, b and c coefficients can be found from the set of equations 
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ȧ = −iΩ&b − iΩ'c (35.1) 

ḃ = −iΩ&a (35.2) 

ċ = −iΩ'a (35.3) 

Rewriting the equations (35.1-35.3) in terms of the bright and dark states, that can be 

re-written as  

ȧ = −iΩ5B (36.1) 

Ḃ = −iΩ5a + gD (36.2) 

Ḋ = −gB (36.3) 

where the coupling g is 

g = @̇)@!!@)@̇!
@)!6@!!

= Θ̇ (37.0) 

And Θ = arctan p@)
@!
q. Note that g describes the coupling between the “bright” and “dark” 

states. Although, we should point out that for the adiabatic pulses, g ≃ 0, the excited 

level a ≃ 0 and thus the bright state B ≃ 0 is not excited.  

Usually, with a weak laser field, the three-level atom is a good approximation. 

The effect of a stronger laser field coupling additional co-vibrational molecular levels 

has been discussed in [50][68]. It has been observed that the vibrational Raman 

transition saturates before the maximal coherence is reached because of the rotational 

Raman saturation [51][69]. 
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It would be interesting to study the modification of control of the quantum system 

with more general waveform of the adiabatic pulses that include that phase modulation 

as well. The temporal spread of the laser pulses are shown in Figure 13(E). The 

gaussian pulses Ω& and Ω' are given by 

Ω&(t) = 	Ω&* exp g−
;!

'V!
+ iΦ&h (38.1) 

Ω'(t) = 	Ω'* exp g−
(;!V/)!

'V!
+ iΦ'h (38.2) 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) The schematic of the bare states of a three-level quantum system is 
shown that interacts with the same chirped pulse. (b) The pulses 𝛺& and 𝛺' have the 
same chirping parameters 𝛼& = 𝛼'. (c) The population dynamics of all levels is shown. 
We can see that the excited state is populated via interacting with chirped pulse, and 
the coherence between ground states is related to forming a dark state.
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where τJ is the relative delay time between the laser pulses that have time duration τ, 

and Ω&* and Ω'* are the complex amplitude of the Gaussian pulses and Φ&,' = α&,'t' 

describe the phase modulation. We can see that for these pulses the population is 

transferred to close to 100% efficiency as shown below.  

Figure 5: The results of simulations demonstrating various excitation of populations are 
shown for the chirping parameters 	𝛼& = 6/𝜏, the amplitudes of the pulses are 𝛺& =
𝛺' = 5/𝜏 and 𝛼' = −𝛼& with different delay times 𝜏W: (a) 𝜏W = −𝜏, (b)   		𝜏W = −0.25𝜏, (c) 
𝜏W = 0, (d) 𝜏W = 0.25𝜏, (𝑒) 𝜏W = 	𝜏 
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For short-duration pulses, the chirping allows to map the spectral content 

mapped on to temporal distribution. 

2.4 Role of the Coherent Population Trapping for Chirped Pulses 

Let us start with a simple remark. The chirped pulses are efficient for population 

excitation of two-level atoms, but usually the atoms under consideration have more 

levels, for example, Rb of Cs atoms have more levels in the ground states because of 

magnetic sublevels. Thus, it is interesting to see the effect of chirped pulses taking into 

account that the ground state consists of more than one level (for example two, see 

Figure 4(A) and the levels are coupled to the excited states by the same optical pulse 

as shown in Figure 4(B)). In this case, the basis of the so called “dark” and “bright” 

states are very useful (initially the “dark” and “bright” states are populated equally), and 

we can see the population dynamics in this case. We can see simple full population 

transfer as we would expect for a two-level system and the so-called “dark” state is 

totally decoupled from the field. It means that the coherence between ground states are 

excited by the chirped pulse as we can see clearly in Figure 4(C). 
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Figure 6: The results of simulations demonstrating various excitation of populations are 
shown for the chirping parameters 	𝛼& = 6/𝜏, the amplitudes of the pulses are 𝛺& =
𝛺' = 5/𝜏 and 𝛼' = −𝛼& with different delay times 𝜏W: (a) 𝜏W = −𝜏, (b)   		𝜏W = −0.25𝜏, (c) 
𝜏W = 0, (d) 𝜏W = 0.25𝜏, (e) 𝜏W = 	𝜏 

We can clearly see that the chirped pulses are providing the efficient ways to 

manipulate the quantum coherence of ground states and the population of the exciting 

states. It would be interesting to study how the manipulations depend on the delay time 

between the chirped pulses and the relaxation rates of the excited states. 

Two-level system interacting with chirped pulse. But if two-level system has 

degenerate ground state, consisting of magnetic sub-levels, for example. It is shown in 

Figure 4A. Then, we can see that the ground state can be viewed like two states – dark 
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and bright, and interaction only with bright state. Then due to chirped pulse interaction 

the population from bright state will be excited to state a, and dark state will stay 

untouched. But it means that the coherent superposition of state b and c will be excited, 

as one can see in Figure 4B. In Figure 4aC, the chirped pulse is shown, the pulse 

interacts with both transitions. Below, we do not take into account these effects, 

considering the ground states as single levels. The effect is clearly understood, and it 

can be important for spectroscopy (see details and discussions in [68]). 

Figure 7: The results of simulations demonstrating various excitation of populations are 
shown for the chirping parameters 	𝛼& = 6/𝜏, the amplitudes of the pulses are 𝛺& =
𝛺' = 5/𝜏 and 𝛼' = 𝛼& with different delay times 𝜏W: (a) 𝜏W = −𝜏, (b)   		𝜏W = −0.25𝜏, (c) 
𝜏W = 0, (d) 𝜏W = 0.25𝜏, (e) 𝜏W = 	𝜏. 
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2.5 Efficient Manipulation of Quantum Coherence and Populations in Atomic and 

Molecular Media 

Next question, what kind of state control can we obtain applying chirped pulses 

to atomic/molecular systems. We have already seen efficient excitation of the excited 

states, but it would be instructive to study what kind of manipulations and quantum 

states can be obtained in three level systems with application to different chirped pulses 

with appropriate tailoring pulse shapes. For example, we may introduce different 

chirping and delaying pulses with respect to each other. Here, we see very efficient 

quantum control of the final states that can be generated by properly tailored pulses. 

The results are also very robust and tolerant to some extended variation of the input 

pulses. This can be important if we are able to apply these results in a dense media 

where the propagation effects are important.  

For example, for opposite signs of the chirped pulses, the population transfer 

occurs, but no coherence is practically excited in the medium (see Figures 5,6). 

Meanwhile, with the same signs of the chirped pulses, the coherence excited in a broad 

range of delays together with population transfer (see Figures 7,8). We find out the limit 

of the delays between pulses for this population transfer.  

We see that the change of the sign of chirping allows one to change the 

destination of the population transfer, namely from the ground state to the excited 

states. We also demonstrate the various opportunities of inducing various coherences 

between various states in the quantum systems. 

All possibilities demonstrated here are important and have various application for 

single atoms and molecular manipulations. It is important to study how all these 
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manipulations can be implemented for a dense media where the propagation effects are 

important. 

Figure 6: The results of simulations demonstrating various excitation of populations are 
shown for the chirping parameters 	𝛼& = 6/𝜏, the amplitudes of the pulses are 𝛺& =
𝛺' = 5/𝜏 and 𝛼' = −𝛼& with different delay times 𝜏W: (a) 𝜏W = −𝜏, (b)   		𝜏W = −0.25𝜏, (c) 
𝜏W = 0, (d) 𝜏W = 0.25𝜏, (e) 𝜏W = 	𝜏. 
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Figure 7: Population dynamics vs time are shown using STIRAP. (a) The efficiency of 
population transfer vs optical density. (b) The energy of the pulses vs optical density. 

Figure 8: Population dynamics vs time is shown using the chirped pulses. (a) The 
efficiency of population transfer vs optical density. (b) The energy of the pulses vs 
optical density. 

2.6 Propagation Effects for the Adiabatic Pulses 

Now we turn to propagation effects. The spatial and temporal evolution of Ω& and 

Ω' are given by 
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pc M
MQ
+ M

M;
q Ω& = −iΩ/&' ρ/0 (39.1) 

pc M
MQ
+ M

M;
q Ω' = −iΩ/'' ρ/1	 (39.2) 

where the Ω/&,'' = cη&,' are the so-called cooperative frequencies. Using the basis of the 

“dark” and “bright” states, we can obtain the propagation equation for the effective Rabi 

frequency Ω5 as. 

pc M
MQ
+ M

M;
qΩ5 = −iΩ/'ρ/X (40.0) 

Let us note that, for the adiabatic optical pulses, the population is in the dark state, 

ρYY ≃ 1, thus ρ/X ≃ 0, (Figure 5) and the effective Rabi frequency does not change 

during propagation such that Ω5 ≃ const. Finally we obtain, 

pc M
MQ
+ M

M;
q p|@)|

!

@)'!
+ |@!|!

@!'!
q + M

M;
ρ// = 0 (41.0) 

it has a simple physical meaning, and can be re-written in the form of 

pc M
MQ
+ M

M;
q (𝒩& +𝒩') + N

M
M;
ρ// = 0 (42.0) 

where 𝒩& =
|Z)|!

?Eℏ:)
and 𝒩' =

|Z!|!

?Eℏ:!
 are the photon density of the laser beams, and N is 

the molecular density. The Eq. (42.0) can be interpreted as the conservation of the 

photon flux and the population in the excited atomic state. Meanwhile, the sum of 𝒩& 

and 𝒩' is conserved, the number of photons in pulses are related to the population in 

the levels b and c, namely 

pc M
MQ
+ M

M;
q𝒩& = N M

M;
ρ00 (43.1) 

pc M
MQ
+ M

M;
q𝒩' = N M

M;
ρ11    (43.2) 
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Figure 9: The instantaneous frequency (𝑎&	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑏&)	𝜔(𝑡) = 𝜕𝛷(𝑡) 𝜕𝑡⁄ , and the time 
dependence of the phase of the electromagnetic fields 𝛷(𝑡) (𝑎'	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑏') and the pulse 
shape |𝛺(𝑡)|	(𝑎R𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑏R) for different optical density: plots 𝑎&, 𝑎', 𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑎R correspond to 
the optical density 𝐷 = 0, plots 𝑏&, 𝑏', 𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑏R to the optical density 𝐷 = 20. 

Figure 10: The instantaneous frequency and the time dependence of the phase of the 
electromagnetic fields for different optical density: plots 𝑎&	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑎' correspond to the 
optical density 0, plots 𝑏&𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑏' to the optical density 0. 
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Figure 11: The instantaneous frequency and the time dependence of the phase of the 
electromagnetic fields for different optical density: plots 

Figure 12: The instantaneous frequency and the time dependence of the phase of the 
electromagnetic fields for different optical density: plots a& and a' correspond to the 
optical density 0, plots b& and b' to the optical density 0, plots c&and c' to the 
optical density 0, plots d& and d' to the optical density 0, plots e& and e' to the optical 
density 0, plots f& and f' to the optical density 0. 
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It is important for applications to study the effect of control of quantum systems 

along the laser pulses propagating through the media. For this task, we have solved 

together with propagation Eqs. (39.1, 39.2) and the density matrix equations Eqs. (31.1-

32.3) together. 

 We perform simulations and the results of simulations are shown in Figures 9, 

10. As expected, the laser pulses experience strong changes during propagation

through the resonant media. Nevertheless, one can also see that the efficient Rabi 

frequency Ω5 does not practically change during propagation as it follows from Eq.(36.3) 

for adiabatic optical pulses. The relative pulse energies can be characterized by  

ℰ&,' =
∫ G@),!(;,Q)G

!J;1
%1

∫ G@),!(;,Q\*)G
!
J;1

%1
 (44.0) 

the dependence of relative charge of pulse energies are shown in Figure 6,7. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TUNABLE MASERS1 

3.1 Introduction 

The maser (microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation), the 

coherent source of the microwave radiation similar to the laser, was demonstrated in 

1954 [1]. However, unlike lasers [2], the masers are much less widely used because in 

order to function, they must be cooled to temperatures close to absolute zero. In 2012, it 

was demonstrated that a maser could operate at room temperature using the organic 

molecule pentacene. However, it only produced short pulses of maser radiation. For 

continuous operation of the maser, the crystal would likely have melted [3]. Only 

recently, it was reported that a new maser is created that operates continuously [4]. 

Meanwhile, we have to underline here that the maser technology being used 

where sensitive detection of microwave radiation is essential. The masers could be 

used in a range of applications such as medical imaging and airport security scanning. 

They have more traditionally been used in deep space communication and radio 

astronomy. As well as medical imaging and airport security scanning, masers could play 

a pivotal role in improving sensors to remotely detect bombs, new technology for 

quantum computers, and might even improve space communication methods to 

potentially find life on other planets. Thus, the development tunable maser working at 

room temperature is very important. 

1 This chapter is reproduced in its entirely from C. D. Roy, Z. Brankovic, and Y. Rostovtsev, "Weakly
Aligned Molecules: From Molecular Detectors to Room Temperature Tunable Masers," Journal of 
Physics: Conference Series 2249 (1), 012001 (2022), with permission from IOP Publishing.
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On the other hand, to detect molecular gas dispersion or absorption or to create 

population inversion in molecular levels at room temperature is difficult for rotational 

frequencies because the population difference is very low at room temperature and 

probability to absorb photon is very low. Indeed, the probability for photon being 

absorbed is given by 

P/0B = 1 − exp g−:'&℘'&
! 32]

1ℏ^'&
n/0h (45.0) 

where ω/0	is the frequency of transition, ℘/0	is the dipole moment, Γ/0 is the width of 

transition, N* is the gas density, and n/0 is the population difference between 

corresponding levels. It is clear that low frequency ω/0 and small n/0  results in low 

absorption probability. But it would be desirable to enhance the probability of absorption 

for individual molecules to 100 %, so each molecule can absorb one photon. Then, this 

can be extremely useful to reach maximal absorption for gas detectors as well as 

creation of population inversion in a molecular gas for the maser operation. 

In this chapter, we show that developing techniques to control and to manipulate 

the populations in the rotational molecular levels can enhance the sensitivity of gas 

detection, and also it can open possibilities of creation population inversion that can be 

used for developing masers working at room temperature. 

Applying a dc electric field aligns molecules along the field, and modifies the 

rotational energy levels of molecules [5, 6] (see Figure 15(a)). Aligned molecules can be 

viewed as simple pendulums that have the energy structure of a simple harmonic 

oscillator (see Figure 15(a)). Even a small electric field produces the weak alignment 

that can be take advantage for development various techniques of quantum control of 

rotational molecular states. The control is based on an adiabatically changing electric 
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field that interacts with the rotational structure of the molecules with dipole moments. In 

particular, these new techniques are important for developing gas masers at room 

temperature as well as the developing of new gas sensors with higher selectivity and 

sensitivity [7, 8]. There are several physical mechanisms to change absorption that are 

related to the so-called quantum coherent effects. Quantum coherence effects, such as 

coherent population trapping [9] and electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) 

[10, 11, 12], have been the focus of a broad range of research activity for the past two 

decades since they drastically change the optical properties of the media. In EIT, for 

example, absorption practically vanishes in both the CW and the pulsed regime [11]. A 

medium with an excited quantum coherence, phaseonium [10], can be used to make an 

ultra-dispersive prism [13] which will have several orders of magnitude greater angular 

spectral dispersion compared to a conventional one [14, 16-19]. The importance and 

success of proper quantum engineering was demonstrated, in particular, for the pulse 

shaping in coherent raman spectroscopy [20] that allows researchers to improve 

sensitivity. Here, we propose a new approach that results in the enhancement of the 

population difference between corresponding molecular levels and reaches the 

theoretical maximum of absorption. 

The new approach to the problem is based on introducing mechanism based on 

an adiabatically changing electric field interacting with the rotational structure of the 

molecules with dipole moments. Normally the gases do not absorb radiation if optical 

density is very small. Contrary, using this approach, every gas molecule absorbs a 

photon. This can be reached by using an adiabatically changing electric field that is 

sweeping the resonant frequency through the frequency of the ac probe field resulting in 
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H'

complete population transfer in the molecular system. Together with the change of 

photon numbers, the phase change of the probe field occurs. Both changes can be 

used as signals for gas sensing. Using proper tailoring of the adiabatically changing 

electric field allows researchers to resonantly enhance the sensor signal reaching the 

theoretical limit. 

3.2 Interaction with Chirping Adiabatic Pulses 

Let us consider the interaction of the adiabatically changing fields with a two-level 

system. For the two-level atom, the Hamiltonian is given by 

=	 ℏΔ|a⟩⟨a| +	 ℏΩ(|a⟩⟨b| +	 |b⟩⟨a|) (46.0) 

where a and b are the excited and ground levels of the atom, ∆= ω/0 − ω is the 

detuning between frequency of the field ω and the resonance frequency of the transition 

ω/0, Ω is the coupling due to interaction with adiabatically changing field. The 

eigenvalues are 

λ± = ω± =
∆
'
± �p∆

'
q
'
+ Ω' (47.0) 

and eigenvectors are given by 

|±⟩ = :±|/⟩6@|0⟩

a:±
!6@!

 (48.0) 

Let us note here that for Ω = 0 and ∆> 0:	ω6 = ∆, |+⟩ = |a⟩ and ω! = 0, |−⟩ = |b⟩, and 

for Ω = 0 and ∆< 0:	ω6 = 0, |+⟩ = |b⟩ and ω! = ∆, |−⟩ = |a⟩. For Ω ≠ 0, adiabatically 

changing ∆ from −∞	to + ∞ leads to adiabatical changes ω± → ω∓ and |±⟩ → |∓⟩, as 

ω6(∆) = £ 0	, ∆→ −∞
	∆	, ∆→ +∞				and		|+⟩(∆) = £|b

⟩, ∆→ −∞
|a⟩, ∆→ 	+∞ (49.1) 

ω_(∆) = £ ∆	, ∆→ −∞
	0	, ∆→ +∞				and		|−⟩(∆) = £ |a

⟩, ∆→ −∞
|b⟩, ∆→ 	+∞ (49.2) 
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and the states |a⟩ and |b⟩ can be expressed in terms of |±⟩ states as. 

|a⟩ = 	
a:4!6@!d6⟩!e:%!6@!d!⟩	

'aC∆!D
!
6@!

	and	|b⟩ = 	
!:%a:4!6@!d6⟩6:4e:%!6@!d!⟩	

'@aC∆!D
!
6@!

(50.0) 

Then, an arbitrary state |ψ"⟩ = A|a⟩ + B|b⟩ changes into ¤ψf⟩ = Be"4'¤a⟩ + Ae"4&|b⟩, 

performing swap the populations in the states. It is a remarkable because it can lead to 

the maximal absorption on one hand, and to creation of population inversion on the 

other. Below there are applications of this swap of populations to the gas sensing and to 

the maser operation. 

3.3 Theoretical Model 

For simplicity and to understand essential physics, we consider molecules with 

electric dipole moments ℘>>>⃗ , and the Hamiltonian in the dc electric field ℰ⃗* is given by. 

H' = BJ¦Q' −℘>>>⃗ ∙ ℰ⃗* (51.0) 

Here, we can view symmetric molecules as simple rotators (see Figure 15(a)) to simplify 

our consideration [21] (B = 	ℏ' 2I⁄ , I	is the moment of inertia). 

The first excited rotational states are split in the dc electric field due to Stark 

effect (see Figure 1(b,c)), and this energy splitting depends on ℰ*.  

'+(Z!!Z))
ℏ!

= Fp'℘+ℰ2
ℏ!

q (52.0) 

The splitting can be tuned to any frequency ω* =
(Z!!Z))

ℏ
, and the transition can be used 

for maser operation and for spectroscopy as well. The strong (dc or slowly varying) 

electric field control the population and the splitting between levels, and the ac electric 

field orthogonal to the dc field is tuned to the resonance with the molecule’s transitions. 

To pump maser the ac and maser and. pump field is used. Then, for maser operation 
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and spectroscopy, the maser field and the probe field are ac fields with frequencies from 

RF to microwave range. The ac pump probe fields ℰB	can be created by the high finesse 

resonance circuits or high finesse microwave cavities. The equation for the Rabi 

frequency ΩB = ℘ℰB ℏ⁄  is given by 

Ω̇B = −i(ω* −ωB)ΩB + iΩ/'ρ/0 (53.0) 

MN
M;
= "

ℏ
[ρ, H] − Γ©[ρ] (54.0) 

where ωB is the frequency of the resonance circuit, Ω/' =	
'E:2℘!3

ℏ
 is the cooperative

frequency, and ρ/0 is the molecular coherence between the molecular states involved, 

ρ/0 is the element of the density matrix ρ. Taking into account relaxation in all processes 

described above is very important. For this purpose, we use the Liouville-von Neumann 

equation for the density matrix to describe the time evolution of the molecules. The 

decoherence of the individual three-level atomic system is taken into account using 

Lindblad super operator formalism [22]. where Γ©[ρ] is the relaxation matrix for all 

components of the density matrix ρ. The set of density matrix equations are given by 

ρ̇/0 = −(Γ/0 + iΔ)ρ/0 + in/0ΩB (55.1) 

ρ̇00 = i(ρ0/ΩB − ΩB∗ρ/0) (55.2) 

ρ̇// = i(ρ/0ΩB∗ − ΩBρ0/) (55.3) 

where n/0 = ρ// − ρ00, and ∆= ω/0(Ω*) − ω*. 

The modification of the energy structure leads also to redistribution of population 

in the rotational levels. Namely, the population difference between levels m« = 1and m« =

2 (see in Figure 15(d) and even more clear see Figure 16(A), (B), (C)) is given by 

N' − N& =
ℏ!32
'+)6hi

F p'℘+ℰ2
ℏ!

q ,where	Z = ∑ e!
789
:6;

	j
-k\* (56.0) 
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where kX is the Boltzmann constant, T is the room temperature, and N* is the molecular 

gas density. The population distribution for case of the electric field strong enough as 

shown in Figure 16(C) will transfer to the same population difference in Figure 16(B) 

with adiabatic change of the electric field ℰ*. We can see that this is similar to the 

magnetic cooling with the adiabatically changing magnetic field [23-25]. In our 

approach, we use a molecular gas with weakly aligned molecules in a dc electric field. 

Figure 13: (a) Molecular rotator with electric dipole ℘"""⃗ , where 𝜙 is the angle of rotation with 
respect to the electric field ℰ!, and the ac electric field ℰ⃗" orthogonal to the dc field that is tuned 
to the resonance with the molecules transitions; (b) the energy structure of the molecular rotator 
with no electric field (ℰ! = 0); (c) the energy structure of the molecular rotator with electric 
field (ℰ! > 0); (d) Molecular energy 2𝐼𝐸#$/ℏ% dependence on 2𝐼℘ℰ!/ℏ%. The numbers 1, 2, and 
3 correspond to the states with	𝑚0 = 0, 𝑚0 = 1, and 𝑚0 = 2	correspondingly. (e) Dependence of the 
population in levels 𝑚0 = 1 and 𝑚0 = 2 on time 𝜏 . 
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For complete alignment, a much stronger dc electric (or strong ac electric fields) has to 

be applied. Indeed, for the total molecular alignment, we need the energy difference 

between molecular levels be larger than the thermal energy, i.e.,  

ℏωZ ≫ kXT (57.0) 

where kX is the Boltzman constant, and  

℘ℰ* ≫ p)6h
ℏX
q
'
ℏB (58.0

that gives a simple estimation of the dc electric field to be of the order of ℰ* ≃

100	MV/cm. We consider the very weak alignment of molecules in the dc field which 

leads to the resonance with the ac electric field. For the weak alignment, we need to 

have the dc electric field be sufficiently strong that the coupling is comparable with the 

rotational splitting, i.e. 

℘ℰ* ≃ ℏB (59.0) 

that gives the field to be of the order of ℰ* ≃ 10 kV/cm. Our estimations have been 

made for two frequencies: ω* = (2π)5 MHz, corresponding to be of the order of ℰ* ≃ 1 

kV/cm and ω* = (2π)10 GHz to be if the order of ℰ* ≃ 30 kV/cm. 
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Applying a dc electric field modifies the rotational energy levels of molecules (see 

Figure 15(b, c)), The states |m«⟩ in the dc electric field with the rotational states |m⟩ 

(without electric field) are related as. 

|0f$ → |m = 0⟩, for	m > 0, |m« = 2|m| − 1,2|m|⟩ → |±|m|⟩ 

The energy modification can be easily understood by naively considering aligned 

molecules in the dc electric field [5, 6] (see Figure 16). Aligned molecules can be 

viewed as simple pendulums. For levels with low energy excitation, they have the 

Figure 16:  Molecular level structure in the different dc electric fields. (A) ℰ* = 0, no dc 
field, level structure of rotator; (B) ℰ* is weak (𝐵 ≫ ℘ℰ*), one can see small splitting of 
the low levels of rotator; (C) ℰ* is strong (𝐵 ≪ ℘ℰ*), one can see that the low levels of 
rotator look similar to the levels of the simple harmonic oscillator (see Eq. (15) and Eq. 
(16)).
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energy structure of a simple harmonic oscillator (see Figure 15(a)). For higher excitation 

levels, the molecules retain rotational structure. 

Figure 14: Time dependence of the adiabatically changing strong electric field (arbitrary units) 
ℰ! shown in (A). The corresponding population inversion between corresponding levels (arbitrary 
units) is shown in (B). Different time periods corresponds different phases of molecules in the 
cavity. (1) - the thermal pumping; (2) - adiabatic change of electric field to produce population 
inversion between corresponding levels due to some strong field (as shown in Figure 1(e)); (3) - 
reaching the resonance with maser transition, microwave amplification, depleting all population 
inversion and then returning to the pumping stage (1). 
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Figure 15: Plot shows all stages of population preparation for maser action. (A) Two selected 
levels from the levels of the molecular rotator that are chosen for serve as a maser transition; (B) 
Applying a dc field that splits levels, and it creates population difference by thermal equilibrium 
at room temperature; (C) The splitting tuned to be in resonance with low frequency field to 
swap population between levels; (D) The swap of population occurs between levels a and b; 
(E) The transition is tuned by adiabatic field to the maser cavity frequency; (F) The molecular
population inverted levels tuned to cavity frequency and in the cavity produce maser radiation. 
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The dependance of the molecular energy '+Z
ℏ!

 on the '+℘ℰ2
ℏ!

 is shown in Figure 

15(d). It shows that for the larger fields ℘ℰ* ≫
ℏ!

+
, the electric dipole under the presence

of the electric field looks like a simple harmonic oscillator, with the Hamiltonian given by

H' = 	− ℏ!

'+
M!

M4!
+ +:7

!

'
ϕ' −℘ℰ* (60.0) 

where ωZ
' = ℘ℰ2

+
. As can be seen in Figure 15(b), the ground and lower states have

energies

E-k ≃ −℘ℰ* + ℏωZ pm« +
&
'
q (61.0) 

Meanwhile, for larger m«  such that ℏ
!

'+
m« ' ≫ ℘ℰ*, the fast molecular rotation completely 

averages out the effect of the dc electric field, and the molecular energy is E-k ≃
ℏ!

'+
m« '. 

One can see that changes in Figure 2 where the molecular level structure is shown in 

Figure 16: It is schematically shown molecular levels of interests (more molecular levels can be 
seen in Figure 1) with some populations and resonant microwave radiation in the microwave 
cavity. 
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the different dc electric fields. (A) ℰ* = 0, no dc field, level structure of rotator; (B) ℰ* is 

weak (B ≫ ℘ℰ*), one can see small splitting of the low levels of rotator; (C) ℰ* is strong 

(B ≪ ℘ℰ*), one can see that the low levels of rotator look similar to the levels of the 

simple harmonic oscillator (see Eqs. 60.0, 61.0).  Then, the proposed maser scheme 

works in the following stages (see Figures 17 and 18). First, we can choose the levels 

that can be used for our maser transition (see Figure 18(A)), these can be levels with 

|m| = 1 (see Figure 15). Maser starts at the stage (1), at some relatively strong dc 

electric field ℰ*	that causes the weak alignment of molecules. The maser levels a and b 

are split (see Figure 18(B)). The molecules have the corresponding thermal distribution 

between molecular levels. Then, the electric field ℰ* changes to the vicinity of the 

electric field ℰl that corresponds coherent pump field (see Figure 18(C)). Time 

dependence of the adiabatically changing strong electric field (arbitrary units) ℰ* shown 

in Figure 17(A). The corresponding population inversion between corresponding levels 

(arbitrary units) is shown in Figure 17(B). Stage (2): the dc field adiabatically changes 

the electric field to tune the molecular transition through the resonance with relatively 

strong ac pumping field to produce adiabatic population transfer (see Figure 18(D)) that 

creates the population inversion between corresponding levels (as shown in Figure 

15(e)). Stage (3): the dc field adiabatically changes the electric field to tune the 

molecular transition till it reaches the resonance with the maser cavity mode (see Figure 

18(E,F)). One can see the molecular rotational level structure with, for example,|m| 	= 	1 

(see in Figure 19) that can be used for the maser operation. During this stage the 

microwave amplification occurs depleting all population inversion and then returning to 

the pumping stage (1). 
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Using the set of equations for density matrix and the equation for the microwave 

cavity field, We estimate the gain for some simple molecules such as [25], ℘ ≃ 1D as a 

typical value, and for frequency ω* = (2π)10 GHz, and N ≃ 2	10&mcm!R and the gain is 

of the order of G ≃ 2	10T	cm!& correspondingly. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION AND RESULTS 

In chapter 2, we consider simple models containing three-level molecules in the 

Λ-configuration (see figure 11). We present our study of the excitation of the quantum 

coherence in a Λ-type molecular media. We have considered the two- and three-level 

molecules. The dressed state basis approach is employed, which provides deep 

physical insights showing interaction of “bright” and “dark” states with radiation. The 

three-level structure of the model is common for the molecular media, where the split 

ground states can be viewed for the vibrational level. We have demonstrated the 

importance of the formulation of dark states between rotational level on Raman and 

stimulated Raman scattering. We consider the propagation effects for the case when 

the vibrational coherence is induced. We have considered a gas of three level atoms or 

molecules in the presence of two coherent optical pulses. The effect of chirp 

propagation in a dense medium has shown interesting effects. Our model shows 

interesting behavior in that the population inversion efficiency dies off at some distance 

and then restores at a later distance and repeats this process with distance. This is 

different than what has been observed with traditional STIRAP techniques. For our chirp 

pulse the pulse energy is also transferred from our first to our second pulse. The results 

of chirp propagation warrant further research and exploration. 

The propagation of optical pulse in optically dense medium shows a dependence 

on effective Rabi frequency. The physics of the formation of dark states is strongly 

influenced by the presence of the additional excitonic levels. For the case of four-level 
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scheme we have shown explicitly the dark states that are formed under the action of the 

laser fields. This is very important for atomic and molecular media and for Raman and 

coherent Raman spectroscopy. It can also be important for the near field interaction due 

to a strong electromagnetic field induced by resonant localized plasmons that can result 

in a strong coupling of excitonic states or formation of hybrid exciton-plasmon modes in 

quantum confined structures. Silver nanoparticles on molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is 

an ideal platform for such interaction (see [70]). 

It is remarkable to note here that the CHIRAP can efficiently lead to maximal 

absorption on one hand, and to creation of population inversion on the other. There are 

several applications of this swap of populations ranging from nuclear states and gamma 

radiation [72] to rotational molecular states and microwave radiation [73]. The obtained 

results are important for applications to manipulation of quantum states for molecular 

detection in engineering, chemical, and biological applications (see, for example, 

[32,58,74,75]). 

In chapter 3, we develop and demonstrate a new mechanism of manipulation of 

population in molecular rotational levels in a weakly aligned molecule. Treating 

molecules as simple rotators, we have described their behavior using the density matrix 

taking into account the relaxation processes. We consider the interaction of the weakly 

aligned molecules with a microwave field in a high finesse cavity. Using the mechanism 

based on an adiabatically changing electric field interacting with the molecules with 

dipole moments utilizing the transitional dipole moments, we have shown that, on one 

hand, the population inversion can be reached in the ensemble of the weakly aligned 

molecules to be used for the maser operation at room temperature. On another hand, 
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we have found that the enhancement of the absorption can reach the theoretical limit 

and be used for gas sensing with high sensitivity and selectivity. 

It is interesting to note here that the same idea of manipulation of population in 

molecular rotational levels can be used not only to produce the maser effect, but also to 

detect signals from molecules for applications in spectroscopy or gas sensing. This 

technique can work as a sensitive and very selective molecular detector. The resonance 

depends on the dc electric field applied and the molecular parameters such as rotational 

constants and the magnitude of the molecular dipole moment. This opens an interesting 

opportunity of molecular detection at the chosen frequency [7, 8]. Different molecules 

have their resonances at the chosen frequency but at the different magnitudes of the 

electric field. Knowing electric field and frequency allows researcher to identify the 

molecules. This molecular detection is done by way of phase change with the ac 

sensing field introduced in the model, more precisely by taking the derivative of the 

phase change. We estimate the sensitivity of the technique for some simple molecules 

such as [26], using ℘ ≃ 1D as a typical value, and for frequencies ω* = (2π)	5 MHz and 

10 GHz, and obtain N ≃ 2	10&&	cm!R and N ≃ 2	10T	cm!R correspondingly. Such 

sensors can efficiently analyze the multi-gas mixtures and be used for a huge range of 

applications - stretching from technology, sciences, control of environment, biology and 

medicine. 
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